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Under the background of quality education, music learning is also changing, from the original shallow learning to deep learning
gradually. In-depth learning is a new teaching concept, which pays full attention to students’ perception and exploration of music
so that students can fully experience the charm of music. It can not only help students master more music knowledge and improve
their music skills but also cultivate students’ music literacy and enhance their music ability (Świechowski, 2015). (erefore, in
junior high school music teaching, teachers should actively apply the deep learningmodel and then improve the teaching level and
comprehensively cultivate students’ music literacy (Whitenack and Swanson, 2003). In this paper, two convolution-based deep
learning models, Breath1d and Breath2d, were designed and constructed, and a multilayer perceptron (MLP) was used as a
benchmark method for performance evaluation, and a long short-term memory (LSTM) network is applied for the classification
task. (is paper discusses the value and application strategies of deep learning in junior high school music teaching and hopes to
provide some reference for all educational colleagues (Zhang and Nauman 2020).

1. Introduction

Deep learning is mainly based on accurate understanding,
in-depth exploration, and reflection and driven by learners'
intrinsic motivation, to critically and autonomously learn
new knowledge and new ideas, solve practical problems, and
cultivate students' deep learning and exploration capabilities
[1]. (is model has an important role in promoting the
cultivation of students’ abilities, the shaping of students’
character, and the improvement of students’ quality [2].
(erefore, in junior high school music education teaching,
teachers should reasonably use the deep learning model to
improve students’ comprehensive music ability [3]. Deep
learning is a field of machine learning which is inspired by a
neural structure [4]. (ese networks extract the features
automatically from the dataset and are capable of learning
any nonlinear function. (at is why neural networks are
called as universal functional approximators [5].

Deep learning is a learning model that helps students
develop advanced thinking based on comprehension
learning, efficiently solve practical problems, and thus
critically learn new knowledge and ideas and integrate them
into the original knowledge structure [6, 7]. (is learning
model places great emphasis on critical understanding,

guiding students to scientifically integrate information and
further reconstruct the body of knowledge [8]. (is learning
model incorporates learning objectives that allow students
not only to know and understand but also to achieve ad-
vanced cognition, to reach advanced levels of cognition, to
apply analysis, synthesis, and evaluation, to apply their
knowledge flexibly and scientifically, and to develop ad-
vanced higher-order thinking [9].

In the music classroom, teachers encourage and guide
students to reproduce music, i.e., to recreate musical works
[10]. To achieve this, teachers need to organize in-depth
teaching and instruction inmusic teaching. Each piece ofmusic
contains the emotions of the composer and the background of
the composition [9]. In the middle school music classroom, if
teachers simply teach students the basic knowledge and skills of
music, they will not be able to help students grasp the con-
notation of music comprehensively and accurately, and they
will not be able to realize the second degree of creation ofmusic
works. (erefore, teachers should guide students to actively
participate in music activities and to learn in-depth in class-
room teaching, so that they can develop students’ music ap-
preciation ability, improve their music literacy, enable them to
form good creative ability, appreciation ability, and expression
ability in music, effectively cultivate students’ aesthetic interest,
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and enable them to form an optimistic and upward-looking
attitude towards life and to love life and expression more.
Students can develop an optimistic and upward attitude to-
wards life, love life more, and learn to live so that students can
develop physically and mentally healthily and happily.

(e rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
materials and methods are discussed followed by experiments
and results in Section 3, and the paper is concluded in Section 4.

2. Methodology

(e traditional machine learning methods used for audio
recognition are decision trees, support vector machines,
logistic regression, etc. Although the above methods can
perform most of the classification tasks, feature extraction is
difficult and thus the classification performance is poor. In
recent years, deep learning methods based on neural net-
works have attracted more and more attention. It mainly
refers to modeling the human brain and constructing a
neural network to simulate the functions of the human
brain. (e human brain is a neural network made up of
multiple neutrons; Similarly, artificial neural networks
(ANNs) composed of multiple perceptrons provide new
solutions for audio recognition tasks, where the common
forms of convolution for processing audio include one-di-
mensional convolution [12] and two-dimensional convo-
lution [13–15]. One-dimensional convolution is commonly
used for feature extraction of sequence data, and the data are
often taken as input with one-dimensional audio time-do-
main signal data, which will be referred to as raw audio data
later; two-dimensional convolution is commonly used for
feature extraction of two-dimensional data, and the con-
version spectrogram operation is often performed on raw
audio data during audio data processing.

In this paper, two convolution-based deep learning
models, Breath1d and Breath2d, are designed and con-
structed, and a multilayer perceptron (MLP) is used as a
benchmark method for performance evaluation, and a long
short-term memory (LSTM) network [15] is applied for the
classification task. A multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a class
of feedforward artificial neural network (ANN). An MLP
consists of at least three layers of nodes: an input layer, a
hidden layer, and an output layer. Except for the input
nodes, each node is a neuron that uses a nonlinear activation
function. Figure 1 shows the training and testing process of
the deep learning model on the Breath dataset.

2.1. Introduction to General Deep Learning Models. A simple
form of MLP is given in Figure 2, where the preprocessed data
are fed into the network and trained in the implicit layer, and
the prediction layer is the output of the softmax function in the
output layer. In addition, an LSTM model is used to classify
the Breath dataset. In this paper, a cell module with 50 hidden
vectors is used as the LSTM layer, followed by a dense layer as
the classification output. Based on the input characteristics of
the Breath dataset, the input feature length of the LSTM
network is 513 and the feature step length is 169.

2.2. Breath1d Neural Network Model. (e structure of
Breathh1d, a one-dimensional convolutional neural network
designed in this paper, is shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3,
there are 3 similar blocks and 1 fully connected layer in the
hidden layer. Each block consists of a convolutional layer, a
pooling layer, and a dropout layer. (e parameters of the
Breath1d model are constructed as shown in Table 1.

Since the 1D convolution method is to process the
original audio file, 1D convolution sets two convolutional
layers in the first block, each layer is 9 or 16 convolution
kernels in length to facilitate the acquisition of audio features
through a larger sensory field; the number of convolution
kernels is increased to 64 in the second block, and the
number of convolution kernels is increased to 256 in the
third block, and the length of convolution kernels is reduced
to 3 to extract high-dimensional features; the activation
function of each layer is chosen as Relu. Relu is chosen for
each layer of activation function, and the dropout method is
added in each block to avoid overfitting.

2.3. Breath2d Neural Network Model. (e one-dimensional
convolutional neural network Breath1d designed in this
paper is shown in Figure 3. Breath2d network structure is
shown in Figure 4.

In Figure 4, the input layer is fed with transformed two-
dimensional spectral data. (e data are convolved in each
layer and then batch normalized for faster convergence. (e
final layer uses a fully connected layer that outputs a
probability value or returns a list as a one-hot by a softmax
function. Parameters of the Breath2d network at each level
are shown in Table 2.

(e two-dimensional convolution requires the input
data to be the frequency-domain features obtained by the
short-time Fourier transform (STFT), where the STFT
window is set to 1,024 and the sliding step is 256-second
duration of each audio. (e short-time Fourier transform is
a Fourier-related transform used to determine the sinusoidal
frequency and phase content of local sections of a signal as it
changes over time. STFT is frequently used to analyze music.
(e dimensions of the first two convolution kernels of the
Breath2d model structure are set to (10, 4) according to the
input dimensions to maximize the ability of the sensory field
to acquire data features; a maximum pooling layer is added
after each convolution to reduce the number of subsequent
computational parameters.

3. Experiments

In this paper, we perform experimental classification of the
bamboo flute dataset to find the best classification method
and classify the experimental categories as follows:

Experiment 1 dichotomized ventriloquism, trill, and
tongue technique with a flat blow to explore the
classification performance of similar techniques.
Experiment 2 performed dichotomous classification of
triple and double spit to explore the effectiveness of
neural network training for short interval period
sounds.
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Figure 1: Training and testing process of deep learning model.
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Figure 3: Network structure of Breath1d.

Table 1: Breath1d network parameters at each level.

Network layer Number of convolution kernels Convolution kernel/pooling parameter
Convld_01 16 9
Convld_02 16 9
Maxpooling_01 — 16
Convld_03 64 9
Convld_04 64 9
Maxpooling_02 — 4
Convld_05 256 3
Convld_06 256 3
Maxpooling_03 — 3
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Experiment 3: 6 techniques were distinguished: flat
blow, ventral vibration, trill, flower tongue, double spit,
and triple spit, and the best classification model was
selected by comparison.

Experiments 1 and 2 are two classification tasks, and
Experiment 3 is a six-classification task. (e neural network
parameters are constructed according to the parameters in
Tables 1 and 2, where the first two layers of the two-di-
mensional convolutional network are filled with the same
dimension; the activation layers of the convolutional net-
work are activated by the Relu function, except for the fully
connected layer, which is activated by the softmax activation
function. (e softmax function is used in the final layer of a
neural network-based classifier. It is often used as the last
activation function of a neural network to normalize the
output of a network to a probability distribution over
predicted output classes.

Experiment 1 used MLP as the benchmark method and
applied the Breath1d model, Breath2d model, and LSTM
model to train the Breath training set data. (e classification
results of Experiment 1 are shown in Table 3.

(e comparison results of Experiment 1 are shown in
Figure 5.

Comparing Figure 5, we can find that the classification
accuracy of bamboo flute audio processed by Breath1d
network model is significantly higher than that of the

benchmark method on the test set but lower than that of
Breath2d and LSTM models; whether the input of Breath2d
model is processed by MFCC or not has little effect on the
classification results of ventriloquism and flat blow, there is a
big difference in the classification of tremolo and flat
blowing and flat-tongue blowing. MFCC has a great influ-
ence on the classification of ventriloquism. In general, the
Breath1d model cannot fully extract the required features for
this dataset, and the LSTMperformance is equal for the three
categories, while the Breath2d +MFCC model has the
highest accuracy in the test set, indicating that the MFCC
features are effective for this audio classification task. (e
classification accuracy of Experiment 1 is shown in Table 3.

Experiment 2 is an experiment that explores short-in-
terval periodic audio. (e features of this type of audio are
sensitive to the duration interval, and the features extracted
by the convolutional neural network are often less depen-
dent on the audio duration, so it is difficult to classify triple
and double spit. Experimental tests show that the classifi-
cation of convolutional neural networks is poor, while the
classification of triple and double spit trained by the LSTM
network model is better, with an average score of about 90%
for the accuracy of 10 model tests. It can be seen that the task
of vocalization classification can be properly solved by ap-
plying the LSTM network model.

In this paper, we continue to explore the classification
ability of the neural network model for the full set of Breath
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Figure 4: Breath2d network structure.

Table 2: Parameters of Breath2d network at each level.

Network layer Number of convolution kernels Convolution kernel/pooling parameter
Conv2d_01 16 (10, 4)
Maxpooling_01 — (4, 2)
Convld_02 32 (10, 4)
Maxpooling_02 — (4, 2)
Conv2d_03 64 (3, 3)
Maxpooling_03 — (2, 2)
Conv2d_04 128 (3, 3)
Maxpooling_04 — (4, 2)
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in Experiment 3 based on the experience from Experiments
1 and 2. In addition to using the model from Experiment 1,
Experiment 3 introduces the data enhancement method of
pitch change and time stretching [15] and fuses Breath2d
with Breath1d, i.e., the output of the Breath2d model is
flattened and used as the input of the Breath1d model to
form a new network. (ese operations effectively improve
the predictive power of the model.

Since Experiment 3 was a multiclassification task per-
formed on all the tricks within the dataset, the modified task
was a six-classification one. During the experiment, it was
found that although the neural network model got good
convergence in the training phase, it did not perform well on
the test set, indicating that the direct application of the data
within the dataset for training on the existing amount of data
did not yield the desired classification results. (e reasons
for this are as follows: (1) the amount of training data in the
dataset is relatively small; (2) there is unavoidable noise in
the recording, which produces artifacts that are not skillful
audio features and interferes with the model’s extraction of
features; and (3) the timbre of the instruments in the test set
differs from that in the training set, which depends on the
quality of the instruments. To address this situation, this
paper processes the data used based on the audio data
enhancement method, which indirectly increases the di-
versity of the training data set by randomly scaling the
spectrogram of the training data.

(e results of Experiment 3 are shown in Figure 6.
From the experimental results in Figure 6, it can be seen

that if the model is trained directly without introducing data
enhancement methods, the ability of the model to correctly
classify tricks is low, generally below 0.800. Although the
classification accuracy can be improved to 0.807 by using the
MFCC feature extraction method, the improvement effect is
not obvious. To address the problem of insufficient data, this
paper adds a data enhancement method of random time
stretching and pitch adjustment to the best-performing
Breath2d model. (e performance of the model on the test set
was also improved due to the increased data diversity. For
predictions performed on the original test set, the average
accuracy improved by 0.026. To explore the optimal capa-
bilities of the neural network, this paper further improved the
classification performance by connecting the Breath2d to the
Breath1d model, and the addition of the data enhancement
method to the Breath2d and Breath1d fusion models resulted
in 0.040 improvements over the original fusion model, with
the classification accuracy reaching the highest (0.913).

(e simultaneous use of data enhancement methods and
the fusion of Breath2d and Breath1d models can effectively
improve the classification prediction accuracy.(e reasons for
this analysis are as follows: the introduction of the data
augmentation method improves the accuracy of the model
classification due to the characteristics of the Breath dataset.
Although the training and test sets of the Breath dataset were

Table 3: Classification accuracy of Experiment 1.

Network Abdominal shock Trill Flower tongue
MLP 0.64 0.66 0.64
LSTM 0.88 0.86 0.58
Breath1d 0.82 0.84 0.50
Breath2d 0.88 0.86 0.86
Breath2d +mpcc0.64 0.88 0.92 0.90
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Figure 5: Result graph of Experiment 1.
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recorded separately, the main features were determined by the
pitch distribution of the audio.(e data enhancement method
using pitch alteration with time stretching is essentially
changing the pitch of the bamboo flute technique. (e added
portion of the data has similar features to the data in the test
set, so the accuracy of the model classification increases ac-
cordingly when using the test set for prediction. Fusing the
Breath1d and Breath2dmodels increases the complexity of the
model, i.e., it increases the fit of the data in terms of similar
feature prediction and also results in a corresponding increase
in the prediction accuracy of the test set.

Experiment 3 also illustrates that this dataset is complete
for the bamboo flute playing skill classification task and that
the effect of different bamboo flute timbres on the classi-
fication of bamboo flute skills can be largely ignored with
simple processing, thus completing the bamboo flute skill
classification task accurately.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a dataset dedicated to bamboo flute techniques
is constructed and two neural network models are proposed.
(e LSTM network can extract features better for the
classification of short-period interval audio. (e analysis of
the improved accuracy also verifies the completeness of the
Breath dataset. (is paper explores the automatic recogni-
tion of bamboo flute techniques, but due to the perception of
the art form, there is still a large distance to truly achieving
automatic appreciation of music. In future work, the
technique classification can be extended to other musical
instruments, and it can be combined with detection algo-
rithms to complete the global technique analysis of a
complete piece of music, and a source separation algorithm
can be used to extract pure bamboo flute tones from existing
music to expand the existing dataset and form a more di-
verse training dataset.
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